HIDEAWAY VILLAS

Hideaway Villas, Bali’s newest boutique retreat is pleased to announce that it is now open for
business.

Situated within an area of unparalleled natural beauty on the Bukit Peninsula, and resourcefully
integrated into the contours of the land, these secluded Uluwatu Bali villas have been designed
to provide luxurious and private accommodation, while carefully preserving the intrinsic culture
and raw nature of the spectacular surroundings. Here, roof-top gardens are cleverly
incorporated into the design to ensure that the property blends with the natural environment.

Hideaway Villas comprises 34, one-&-two-bedroom pool villas and pool suites, wrapped in
contemporary architecture and completed with artistic features and a soothing décor accented
with ironwood, stone and copper. Each suite offers a combined living and sleeping area with a
private deck and plunge pool, while each villa presents one or two bedrooms and a separate
living room with an integrated kitchenette that extends to a timber deck and private pool. The
icing on the cake is ‘The Hideaway’ deluxe two-bedroom villa.

The tranquil setting, close to Uluwatu and Dreamland Beach Bali, is surrounded by bush and dry
savanna forest, dotted with scarlet-flowering flamboyants and fascinating kapok trees, and
blessed with ocean and coastline views. On a clear day, the awesome vista takes in Bali’s chain
of volcanoes from the mighty Mt Agung in the east to the distant volcanoes of Java. Committed
to serving the needs of discerning travellers with exceptional hospitality, Hideaway Villas is
perfect for honeymooners, couples, surfers, and small families seeking tranquility within a
refined atmosphere. These Uluwatu villas have also been designed as a Bali wedding venue,
and Bali wedding packages are available.

This peaceful haven provides classic resort facilities: Pudak Restaurant offers an à la carte menu
of international and Indonesian delights, utilising locally sourced ingredients including the best

quality seasonal produce and the freshest seafood, as well as premium imported meats.
Creative homemade dishes showcasing modern presentation are served by a professional team
of staff. At Pudak Restaurant, guests can enjoy hearty breakfasts, leisurely lunches, and semialfresco dinners in a breezy, open-sided building characterised by an open kitchen, stylish
furnishings, and a slatted wooden ceiling hung with glass lanterns. Guests can also enjoy the
option of romantic in-villa dining and barbeques. Meanwhile, Bamboo Spa is dedicated to
honouring the ancient remedies of the island while pampering the body, restoring inner
harmony and awakening the spirit. With two private treatment rooms and views of the forest,
the spa embraces the healing ethos of nature, offering a choice of massages, facials, body
treatments and wellness packages administered by professional therapists. Bamboo Spa is
complemented by a reflexology lounge and a fully-equipped gym.

Hideaway Villas expresses the philosophy of its concept through impeccable, friendly service
together with its dedicated support of the local Balinese culture. Here, a sense of discovery is
celebrated and each stay is an enriching experience from the instant of arrival to the moment
of farewell. Bespoke activities might include accompanying the chef to the local market to
select the ingredients for a private dinner, or a personalised day tour to experience the road
less travelled. The Bukit Peninsula is home to two championship golf courses, and some of the
most idyllic beaches in Bali; hidden, white sandy coves that are great for both surfers and nonsurfers alike. The area is rich in birdlife; sea eagles and reef egrets are a common sight.

Hideaway Villas is only 15 kilometres from Bali’s International Airport and 21 kilometres from
the endless shopping, vibrant nightlife and international restaurants of Seminyak. Ubud – Bali’s
centre for fine arts and cultural performances – is about 90 minutes’ drive to the north. The
remainder of the island offers a rich mosaic of cultures, tastes, sights and sounds, together with
a wide array of activities. Quiet and safe, this just-remote-enough Uluwatu hotel is looking
forward to welcoming its more guests after soft opening in December 2015 and received
excellent reviews from its guests.

‘Connect to Disconnect’ at Hideaway Villas

